
Common Core History

•  Era Summaries—a brief history of the key ideas, individuals, and
events that defined an era of United States or world history

•  Learning Expectations—a description of what aspect or
portion of the history of a particular era is appropriate for
students in a given grade span

•  Suggested Anchor Texts—a curated list of unbiased texts,
appropriate for each grade span, that can be used to teach
essential knowledge identified in the Learning Expectations

•  Text Studies—in-depth guides demonstrating how to utilize an
exemplar anchor text in the classroom. These studies include:

•  a rationale for the selection of the featured anchor text
•  a set of text-dependent questions that guide students through

a close reading of the text
•   sample student answers that demonstrate successful use of

textual evidence to answer the questions
•  analysis indicating how each text-dependent question,

assessment, and extension aligns to the CCSS.
•  Assessments—exemplar tasks in which students demonstrate

their abilities to write, speak, and/or conduct research around key
ideas, events, and people in the featured anchor text

•  More Resources—a curated list of primary sources by grade span,
historical fiction, works of art, and multimedia resources related to
the topic of the featured anchor text.

You can teach history again. Now there’s a strategic plan 
for your K-5 classrooms that addresses the Common Core 
State Standards using books your students will love.
The Alexandria Plan has been developed by Common Core Inc., authors 
of the Common Core Wheatley series in ELA and Eureka Math. It is a 
sequenced framework that enables you to reprioritize the teaching of U.S. 
and world history. The Plan provides 72 detailed illustrations (36 each for 
lower and upper elementary) of how to use exemplar texts to meet the 
expectations of the CCSS and to address your state’s social studies stan-
dards. The Plan includes:

Common Core Curriculum: United States History
The US History volumes introduce elementary students to 18 key eras in US 
history, from the original Native American people to modern times, through  
stories that will captivate readers and inspire curiosity to learn more.

G R A D E S  K-2

Paperback  / 240 pages / ISBN 978-1-118-52626-2
USD $29.95 / SGD $39.95

G R A D E S  3-5

Paperback  / 240 pages / ISBN 978-1-118-52696-5
USD $29.95 / SGD $39.95

Common Core Curriculum: World History
These volumes introduce elementary students to 18 key eras in world history, 
from the discovery of fire to modern globalization, through stories that will  
captivate readers and inspire curiosity to learn more.

G R A D E S  K-2

Paperback  / 272 pages / ISBN 978-1-118-83512-8
USD $29.95 / SGD $39.95

G R A D E S  3-5

Paperback  / 288 pages / ISBN 978-1-118-83524-1
USD $29.95 / SGD $39.95
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Common Core English Language Arts
Common Core Curriculum English
The Wheatley Portfolio

Common Core

Second Edition

“The curriculum maps in this book offer us a magnificent opportunity to rekindle the magic of learning in 
America’s classrooms! Teachers will be excited to bring content-rich, integrated learning experiences to 
life using these maps as a guide.”—Teresa Chance, professional development director for 

Rogers Public Schools, Arkansas

Common Core’s English resources empower educators to meet the expectations of the Common 
Core State Standards (CCSS) for English language arts (ELA) and build essential content knowledge 
for students in grades K-12. Each grade in the Wheatley Portfolio features a comprehensive, coherent 
sequence of thematic units that engage students in deep study of worthwhile texts and topics. Features 
of these books include:

•  Six thematic units for each grade, each centered on a curated collection of literary
and informational texts

•  Focus standards for each unit that complement the topic and promote student mastery
of essential literacy skills

•  Suggested texts and activities to incorporate science, art, and history into English instruction.

The new Common Core State Standards are meant to be taught within the context of a content-rich 
curriculum, but they don’t specify what content students need to master. Written by teachers for teach-
ers, Common Core Curriculum English provides teachers with detailed curriculum “maps” for teaching 
the CCSS for English Language Arts within a coherent sequence of thematic units by grade level.

•  Each grade includes a “standards checklist” showing which standards are covered in which unit.

•  Each unit contains focus standards, student objectives, suggested works, sample activities and
assessments, a sample lesson plan with guidance for differentiated instruction, and more.

•  Standards citations are included after each sample activity/assessment to indicate alignment.

•  Every standard in the CCSS is covered in the maps; most more than once.

The maps are flexible and adaptable to accommodate diverse teaching styles. Any teacher, school, or 
district can use this book to plan their year and to craft their own more detailed lesson plans with  
confidence that they are adhering to the standards.

“Common Core Curriculum English is a wonderful tool for classroom teachers who have all they can 
do to handle their countless daily responsibilities. With the inclusion of essential questions, and even 
ways to bring in music and art, the maps in this book are ready-made for teachers to use as they see 
fit. The maps are a helpful tool for implementing the CCSS in the classroom and provide a welcome 
and long overdue system of support for America’s educators.”—David P. Driscoll, former presi-

dent of the Council of Chief State School Officers and current chair of the National 

Assessment Governing Board

G R A D E S  K-5

Paperback  / 480 pages / ISBN 978-1-118-81135-1 / USD $32.95 / SGD $39.95

G R A D E S  6-8

Paperback  / 264 pages / ISBN 978-1-118-81134-4 / USD $32.95 / SGD $39.95

G R A D E S  9-12

Paperback  / 336 pages / ISBN 978-1-118-81130-6 / USD $32.95 / SGD $39.95

ABOUT COMMON CORE:

Common Core, Inc. (www.commoncore.org) is a non-profit organization formed in 2007 to advocate 
for a content-rich liberal arts education in America’s K-12 schools. To improve education in America, 
Common Core creates curriculum materials, offers professional development, and also promotes pro-
grams, policies, and initiatives at the local, state, and federal levels that provide students with challeng-
ing, rigorous instruction in the full range of liberal arts and sciences. Common Core is not affiliated with 
the Common Core State Standards Initiative.
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Common Core Mathematics
Common Core’s Eureka Math
Eureka Math is the most comprehensive and rigorously juried CCSS-based math  
curriculum in existence today for PreK-12. Common Core partnered with the New 
York State Education Department (EngageNY) over two years to develop a curriculum 
by master teachers and math scholars. A unique combination of sequencing, proven 
teaching methods, and extensive online resources makes Common Core Eureka  
Math your best choice for leading students beyond process to mastery of  
mathematical concepts.

•  Newly developed to meet the CCSS, not revised from an earlier curriculum

•  Eureka Math helps you convey mathematical knowledge in a sequence that follows
the “story” of mathematics itself: A Story of Units, A Story of Ratios, and
A Story of Functions

•  Master the instructional shifts in PreK-5 with fluency, application, concept
development, and debrief sections

•  Then, in Middle and High School, focus on problem sets, exploration, Socratic
discussion, and modeling

•  Mathematical concepts flow logically from one to the next providing a full-year of
instruction across 5-7 modules per grade with a full-color book for each module

•  Methods of instruction that have been proven to work, in this nation and abroad,
to produce students who are fluent in mathematics

KUDOS:

Louisiana Department of Education has recognized Eureka Math as a Tier One  
curriculum, the lone submitted math curriculum demonstrating full alignment with the 
Common Core State Standards in mathematics (bit.ly/LAEureka)

Educators Evaluating Quality Instructional Products (EQuiP) recognizes Eureka Math’s 
Grade 2 Module 1, “Sums and Differences to 20” lessons as exemplars through an 
evaluation process established by Achieve (bit.ly/EXEMPLAR)
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Lesson 4:  Summarizing Deviations from the Mean 

Student Outcomes 
 Students calculate the deviations from the mean for two symmetrical data sets that have the same means.

 Students interpret deviations that are generally larger as identifying distributions that have a greater spread or
variability than a distribution in which the deviations are generally smaller.

Lesson Notes 
The lesson prepares students for a future understanding of the standard deviation of a data set, focusing on the role of 
the deviations from the mean.  Students practice calculating deviations from the mean and generalize their calculations 
by relating them to the expression 𝑥𝑥 𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥. Students reflect on the relationship between the sizes of the deviations from 
the mean and the spread (variability) of the distribution. 

Classwork 

Exercises 1–4 (15 minutes) 

Discuss Exercises 1–4 as a class. 

Exercises 1–4 

A consumers’ organization is planning a study of the various  brands of batteries that are available.  As part of its planning, 
it measures lifetime (how long a battery can be used before it must be replaced) for each of six batteries of Brand A and 
eight batteries of Brand B.  Dot plots showing the battery lives for each brand are shown below.  

1. Does one brand of battery tend to last longer, or are they roughly the same?  What calculations could you do in
order to compare the battery lives of the two brands?

It should be clear from the dot plot that the two brands are roughly the same in terms of expected battery life.  One
way of making this comparison would be to calculate the means for the two brands.  The means are 101 hours for
Brand A and 100.5 hours for Brand B, so there is very little difference between the two.

2. Do the battery lives tend to differ more from battery to battery for Brand A or for Brand B?

The dot plot shows that the variability in battery life is greater for Brand B than for Brand A.

3. Would you prefer a battery brand that has battery lives that do not vary much from battery to battery?  Why or why
not? 

We prefer a brand with small variability in lifespan because these batteries will be more consistent and more 
predictable.

Lesson 12  COMMON CORE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM 3

Lesson 12: Round two-digit measurements to the nearest ten on the vertical 
number line. 

Date: 7/4/13 
2.C.3 
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NOTES ON 
LESSON STRUCTURE: 

This lesson does not include an 
Application Problem, but rather uses 
an extended amount of time for the 
Problem Set.  The Problem Set provides 
an opportunity for students to apply 
their newly acquired rounding skills to 
measurement. 

Lesson 12  
Objective:  Round two-digit measurements to the nearest ten on the 
vertical number line. 

Suggested Lesson Structure 

Fluency Practice (9 minutes) 

Concept Development (41 minutes) 

Student Debrief (10 minutes) 

Total Time (60 minutes) 

Fluency Practice  (9 minutes)

 Rename the Tens  3.NBT.3 (4 minutes) 
 Halfway on the Number Line  3.NBT.1 (5 minutes) 

Rename the Tens  (4 minutes) 

Materials: (S) Personal white boards 

Note:  This activity anticipates rounding in Lessons 13 and 14 by reviewing unit form. 

T: (Write 9 tens = ____.)  Say the number. 
S: 90. 

Continue with the following possible sequence:  10 tens, 12 tens, 17 tens, 27 tens, 37 tens, 87 tens, 84 tens, 
79 tens. 

Halfway on the Number Line  (5 minutes) 

Materials: (S) Personal white boards 

Note:  This activity prepares students to round to the nearest ten in this lesson. 

T: (Project a vertical line with ends labeled 10 and 20.)  What number is halfway between 1 ten and 2 
tens? 

S: 15. 
T: (Write 15, halfway between 10 and 20.) 

Repeat process with ends labeled 30 and 40. 

T: Draw a vertical number line on your personal boards and make tick marks at each end. 

Lesson 9: Applying the Properties of Operations to Add and Subtract Rational 
Numbers 
9/20/13 

94 
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Lesson 9:  Applying the Properties of Operations to Add and 

Subtract Rational Numbers  

Student Outcomes 
 Students use properties of operations to add and subtract rational numbers without the use of a calculator.
 Students recognize that any problem involving addition and subtraction of rational numbers can be written as

a problem using addition and subtraction of positive numbers only.

 Students use the commutative and associative properties of addition to rewrite numerical expressions in
different forms.  They know that the opposite of a sum is the sum of the opposites; e.g., − (3 −  4)  =  −3 +  4. 

Classwork  

Exercise 1 (6 minutes) 

Students are given the scrambled steps to one possible solution to the following problem1.  They work independently to 
arrange the expressions in an order that leads to a solution and record their solutions in the student materials.   

Exercise 1 

Unscramble the cards, and show the steps in the correct order to arrive at the solution to 𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐𝟗𝟗 − �𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏 + 𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐𝟗𝟗�. 

𝟓𝟓 𝟐𝟐
𝟗𝟗

+ �−𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏 + �−𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐
𝟗𝟗
��  The opposite of a sum is the sum of its opposites. 

𝟓𝟓 𝟐𝟐
𝟗𝟗

+ �−𝟓𝟓 𝟐𝟐
𝟗𝟗

+ (−𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏)� Apply the Commutative Property of Addition. 

�𝟓𝟓 𝟐𝟐
𝟗𝟗

+ �−𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐
𝟗𝟗
��+ (−𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏)  Apply the Associative Property of Addition. 

             𝟎𝟎   + (−𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏)  A number plus its opposite equals zero. 

  −𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏  Apply the Additive Identity Property. 

After 2 minutes, students share the correct sequence of steps with the class. 

1 The scrambled steps may also be displayed on an interactive whiteboard, and students can come up one at a time to slide a step into 
the correct position. 

Scaffolding: 

 Adapt for struggling
learners by having fewer
steps to rearrange or by
including only integers.

 Adapt for proficient
students by requiring that
they state the property of
operations to justify each
step.

𝟓𝟓 2
9 + �−𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏+ �− 𝟓𝟓2

9��  

−𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏  

𝟓𝟓 2
9 + �− 𝟓𝟓 2

9 + (−𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏)�  

𝟎𝟎 + (−𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏) �𝟓𝟓 2
9  + �− 𝟓𝟓2

9 ��  + (−𝟖𝟖.𝟏𝟏)  

MP.8 

For more information and a complete list of modules, visit wiley.com/go/eureka




